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There is much false litigation in civil action, especially in the divorce cases. For 
the lack of regulations in Marriage Law of P.R.C., and the defect of the Civil 
Procedure, the false litigants violate personal rights, waste the judicial resources, and 
damage the credibility and authority of the judicial work. How to regulate by law is a 
hot issue in current judicial practice. Based on the study of current theories, and 
combining with relative regulation of foreign countries, the paper proposed that it is 
necessary to establish a system to the false litigation in divorce cases. 
Except for preface and conclusion, the paper is divided into four chapters. 
In the first chapter, it defines the false litigation in divorce cases and elaborates 
types of it，then analyzes the harm of the false litigation in divorce cases，and 
discusses the reasons for the false litigation in divorce cases from the view of Social 
background，the law and the application of judicial power. 
In the second chapter, it elaborates the nature of the false litigation in divorce 
cases. Many scholars recognize the false litigation in divorce cases as one kind of tort. 
So it includes four elements：the false behavior, the damages, the causality between 
the false litigation and the injury, and the malice.  
In the third chapter, it introduces and evaluates the related regulations of the false 
litigation of countries and regions in Civil Law and Common Law.  
In the fourth chapter, it proposes complete suggestions on related regulations of 
the false litigation in divorce cases in our country. The key points are as follows：the 
perfection of the provisions of the divorce in Marriage Law，the perfection of the 
system of the Evidence, the perfection of the self-admission of Civil Procedure, 
establishment of the relief mechanism to the victims. 
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民政部社会服务发展统计报告显示，2008 年办理离婚手续的有 226.9
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